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The design of a workplace can have a profound impact on the effectiveness of the workforce utilizing the

space. When considering dynamic social activities in the flow of work, the constraints of the static elements

of the interior reveals the adaptive behaviour of the occupants in trying to accommodate these constraints

while performing their daily tasks. To better understand how workplace design shapes social interactions, we

ran an empirical study in an office context over a two week period. We collected video from 24 cameras in a

dozen space configurations totaling 1,920 hours of recorded activities. We utilized computer vision techniques,

to produce skeletonized representations of the occupants, to assist in the annotation and data analysis process.

We present our findings of socio-spatial formation patterns and the effects of furniture and interior elements

on the observed behaviour of collaborators for both computer-supported work and for unmediated social

interaction. Combining the observations with an interview of the occupants’ reflections, we discuss dynamics

of socio-spatial formations and how this knowledge can support social interactions in the domain of space

design systems and interactive interiors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The built environment inherently shapes the social interactions we have with each other every

day [33, 45, 51]. From schools to hospitals to cafés, certain types of social behaviours are encouraged

while others are discouraged. Social norms dictate some of these interactions but others seem to

emerge from interior elements in the space (e.g. furniture configurations, wall positions, computing

devices) [22, 51]. For example, people gravitate towards seats which reduce the visual exposure

of their computer screens [2]. When getting an opinion from a colleague on a document, sitting

shoulder-to-shoulder, indicates a deeper level of collaboration and a longer time commitment than

speaking face-to-face [33].
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In office contexts, it is becoming more important to understand the influence of the spatial

aspects on social interactions and have the office design process explicitly support the desired

interactions. The quality of social interactions have a profound impact on the effectiveness of

the workforce [3, 12, 23]. Also, office layouts are becoming less standardized and are being more

creatively designed, resulting in greater variations and diversity of designs [16]. An architect or

designer may intend to support specific work styles and various collaboration spaces, but whether

their design intent has the desired outcome is difficult to say yet.

Several theories rooted in social science describe spatial arrangements of people that can be used

to analyze how people occupy space during social interactions. In Proxemics [22], four discrete
interpersonal zones were introduced where people are most comfortable during different types

of social interactions. The F-formation framework (or facing formation [27]) illustrates diverse

formation shapes with social spacing and body orientations. However, these theories were focused

on standing situations, especially for face-to-face interactions and is challenging to apply to office

contexts. In recent offices, the ubiquitous use of mobile computing and wireless communication

increases the ecological flexibility [35] in the office and allows social interactions to be more fluid

and dynamic.

Therefore, the objective of our study is to understand socio-spatial formations in the office

environment in relation to furniture configurations, interior elements, and the type of interactions

(i.e. computer-supported and unmediated), as outlined in Figure 1. Socio-spatial formations are

defined as the arrangements of people during social interactions including micro positioning of

bodies, orientations, distances, and formation shapes (e.g. linear shape, L-shape). Using social trails

as a metaphor, where similar ad hoc paths are formed by people repeatedly preferring to take a

different route than where the sidewalks are placed, we aimed to explore how the findings on socio-

spatial formations could inform future office interiors, similar to learning by doing practices [32]

and evidence-based design approach [45].

To achieve these goals, we conducted a two-week ethnographic study using 24 cameras (Figure 1).

Our camera setup covers a diverse set of space configurations including common and personal

spaces, diverse desk sizes, desk arrangements, and interior elements. To preserve the privacy of

occupants during the analysis, we converted the video into skeletonized representations using

computer vision techniques, and developed a custom software tool (Skeletonographer) to play back

and annotate the footage.

We first analyzed the skeleton data using thematic analysis [21] and found all the formation

shapes that occurred in the office. Inspired by Lawson [33] and Kendon[27], we then defined a

socio-spatial framework that includes ten formation shapes and three desk-relative arrangements.

(24 cameras)
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Fig. 1. Objectives and overview of our study.
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Using that as our analytical lens, we re-analyzed the data by annotating with our framework and

found socio-spatial patterns in relation to the interior setup and interaction type. Occupants were

interviewed and asked to reflect on their behaviours and we corresponded their answers to observed

formation patterns to understand space perceptions that cause certain patterns.

Our study provides three contributions to the human-computer interaction (HCI) and computer-

supported cooperative work and social computing (CSCW) community: 1) We revealed socio-spatial

formation patterns in relation to interior elements and types of social interactions with corresponding

occupants’ space perceptions. In addition to static formation patterns, we also reported patterns in

formation transitions. 2) We proposed a dynamic concept of socio-spatial formations and discussed

how this knowledge can support social interactions in the domain of space design systems and

interactive interiors. 3) We proposed a computer-vision based ethnographic method which is

applicable for other field studies using anonymized skeletons.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our research bridges existingwork on socio-spatial theories and space-relevant human behaviours. We

reviewed the related work in the following four topics: 1) theories behind socio-spatial formations,

2) the influence of physical office spaces on social behaviours, 3) techniques for shaping physical

office spaces that facilitate social interaction, and 4) pervasive sensing to understand occupant

behaviours in spaces.

2.1 Theories Behind Socio-Spatial Formations
There have been several efforts in HCI and CSCW to understand spatial patterns during social inter-

actions in the physical space with the goal of informing interactions for ubiquitous environments.

One schematic framework is Proxemics which was coined by Edward Hall [22] to illustrate spatial

relationships (distances) in everyday social interactions. He proposed four discrete interpersonal

distances found in American culture: the intimate zone (0–0.45 m), the personal zone (0.45–1.22 m),

the social zone (1.22–3.66 m), and the public zone (>3.66 m). This contributed to proxemic interac-
tions [9, 19, 61] that use spatial distances as an input; however, the system is somewhat abstract,

only considering point-to-point distances and standing interactions. Inspired by Sommer [52] who

looked into spatial arrangement as a function of group tasks, social relationships,and individual’s

personalities, we build upon proxemics theory by considering the diverse spatial constraints im-

posed by the physical interiors, sitting and standing states of occupants, and collaborative situations

where people do not necessarily face each other.

Similarly, F-formations were proposed by Adam Kendon [27] to illustrate spatial formations with

social spacing and orientation. The framework decomposes a socio-spatial arrangement into an

o-space and a p-space. o-space is the convex, empty space surrounded by the people involved in a

social interaction, whereas p-space is the space that contains the bodies of the people involved in the

interaction. In HCI, F-formations contributed to the domain of human-robot interactions [25, 30],

multi-device interactions (e.g. kiosks and tabletop displays) [36, 37, 55, 57], and technologies

embedded in physical environments (e.g. in the kitchen, cubicle walls or information centres) [15,

37, 43]. We applied this framework to Human Building Interactions (HBI) and utilized F-formations
as our analytical lens to evaluate how people occupy spaces in a given office setup during social

interactions.

Beyond the two major theories mentioned, some researchers have tried to analyze people’s

micro-behaviours (e.g. formation transitions, body gestures, poses and actions) in the physical

environment. Shapiro et al. proposed interaction geography [50] to map visitors’ movements and

social activities on a museum floor plan to understand socio-technical practices in museums. Krogh

et al. [29] introduced three concepts of socio-spatial literacy : proxemic malleability, proxemic
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threshold, and proxemic gravity to describe space-dependent behaviours such as “pointing at a

display” or “rolling their chairs to re-orient themselves”. Motivated by these works, we explored

how interior elements including various sized desks, types of desks, walls, partitions and desk

arrangements can influence the occupant’s formations and poses. We denote these interactions as

socio-spatial formations.

2.2 Understanding the Influence of Physical Office Spaces on Social Interactions
For decades, researchers from multiple disciplines such as architecture, sociology, psychology, and

environmental behaviour have attempted to understand how the design, layout and interior of

physical spaces affect human behaviour [4, 22, 49, 51]. Sommer [51], the pioneer of social design

in the field of environment behavior psychology, argued that minor adjustments in furniture

arrangements could induce alternative social behaviours. For example, chairs arranged into small

groups around tables could encourage more active interactions. Specifically in office contexts, the

mainstream approach in the late nineties was to investigate the influence of physical environments

on communications [3, 11, 12] and productivity [23]. For example, levels of communication and

creativity increased after occupants moved from an enclosed layout to an open layout [3, 12]. Still,

the scientific rigor of these findings has been challenged due to scattered empirical evidence [18, 47].

Recently, studies inspired from the tradition of space syntax [24] have looked deeper into the

relationship between office spatial layouts and social interactions [46] in architecture and HCI.

Researchers found that social interactions were predominant in printing rooms and kitchens [13, 17]

as well as in workstation areas [44, 46]. However, most of them have focused on statistical analysis

using only the frequency of interactions as the independent variable.

In this paper, we extend the works above by looking at social interactions from a micro-

perspective, looking at how physical interior elements influence socio-spatial formations, ar-

rangements, and poses, instead of measuring the frequency of interactions. We argue that this

approach is significant for informing office space design where furniture and architectural layouts

act as behavioural constraints. Only a few works in HCI and social behavior study the relationship

between social formations and physical environments, including a tourist information centre [37],

table shapes [56], display angles in a museum [26], and seated positions near common desks [33, 51].

We build upon these approaches in office environments with more varied devices, interior elements,

and different types of desk configurations.

2.3 Towards Physical Office Spaces that Facilitate Social Interaction
Several attempts rooted in HCI have been made to plan physical office spaces that enhance work

experiences in terms of space analysis [2, 40] and interactive systems [8, 15, 53, 63].

2.3.1 Space Analysis. To analyze the physical characteristics of a space, space syntax [24] has been

proposed to quantitatively analyze spatial formations and their impacts on human experiences in

architectural studies. A popular example is the visibility graph [58], which visualizes the mutually

visible locations in a spatial layout. Extending that concept, Nagy et al. [40] evaluated social
congestion using space topology. However, there is room for improvement to simulate more realistic

social interactions in a given interior setup.

Therefore, we extend the work of Backhouse et al [7] who used an ethnographic approach to

understand natural social interactions in the office and observed social formation patterns in-the-

wild. Building upon the approach of data-driven design [45, 48], our encompassing goal is to argue

for the inclusion of occupants’ space usage behaviours in space design and analysis.

2.3.2 Interactive Interiors for Social Interaction. Several interactive techniques for robotic furniture
have been proposed to enhance work experience by overcoming spatial constraints in HCI. The
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Fig. 2. Office space used in our study.

majority of them focused on single-person usage scenarios. Bailly et al. [8] introduced an actuated

monitor, a mouse and a keyboard that adapts to the user’s behaviour, while Wu et al. [63] pro-

posed the concept of an responsive monitor that helps users maintain ergonomic poses. A similar

approach was applied to desks or tables; for example, a desk that shape-shifts to support user’s

work preferences [60], and automatic height-changing desks [34]. Moreover, robotic furniture that

moves around the space based on human behaviour has also been demonstrated [42, 54].

Few works convey social interaction scenarios for interactive interior elements. Takeuchi et

al. [53] introduced the concept of a weightless wall that blocks sound using headphones and Dan-

ninger et al. [15] proposed the cubicle partition that changes it’s transparency, both works based

on the body orientations of the parties involved. Shape-changing desks were recently introduced

to manage the notions of interaction proxemics in medical consultations [56] and informal meet-

ings [20]. This work is highly motivational for our research, and we contribute by investigating

how socio-spatial behaviours including poses and formations should inform interior elements to

enhance collaborative experiences.

2.4 Pervasive Sensing to Understand Occupant Behaviours in Spaces
To understand how environmental resources impact people’s experiences, the notion of pervasive
sensing has been introduced, which is a technique that continuously observes individuals and their

interactions. Several researchers leverage a combination of a pervasive sensing systems to analyze

space-use behaviours using ambient and wearable devices such as blob sensors with Bluetooth

wrist-bands [5, 59], RFID badges [13], tracking tags & Zigbees [62] or infrared sensors for indoor

localization [2]. These techniques are useful for collecting data anonymously; however, these do not

convey details of occupant behaviours. Therefore, we extended the traditional ethnographic study

with anonymous pervasive sensing by utilizing computer vision techniques to produce skeletonized

representations of the occupants.

3 METHOD
To understand how interior elements and desk configurations influence the social formations in

the office, we conducted observations of occupant poses and spatial arrangements in physical

spaces. Our experimental setup consisted of 24 cameras installed at pre-selected locations as seen
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Mezzanine FloorMain Floor

Fig. 3. Office layout used in the study. Grey circles indicate camera positions, and blue regions indicate
camera coverage.

in Figure 3. We built upon traditional digital ethnography [31] by using skeletons of individuals

rather than using raw video data. The skeletons were generated using computer vision through

the OpenPose library [14], capturing features as connected vertices corresponding to features on

the human body as seen in Figure 5. We explored this approach in an effort to improve privacy,

especially when dealing with the public. To make observations and annotate the skeletons, we

implemented a custom video tool (Figure 6). As a result, our study demonstrates that ethnographic

studies using skeleton data have potential for future in-situ social studies.

3.1 The Office
Our study area (Figure 2) was a section of an office occupied by the research division of a global

software company located in North America with a relatively flat hierarchy working culture. The

study area had 60 employees from multicultural backgrounds and countries including Canada, US,

France and Korea. The organization was structured into three research groups, and collaborations

within groups were usually for work updates, brainstorming, discussing issues, and information

sharing. However, informal social interactions occurred frequently between groups as well.

The study area was 102 ft x 70 ft and composed of a main floor and mezzanine with various areas,

including: private workspaces (cabins), open office areas, meeting rooms, and corridors as shown

in Figure 3. All the employees had height-adjustable desks with articulating monitor arms for a

partially customizable work environment. The devices people used varied from multiple desktop

workstations to a single laptop.

3.2 Space Configurations
From our informal observations prior to the official study period, we observed that social interactions

in the office often occurred near desks accompanied with papers, displays and/or laptops. The

common desk areas (i.e. meeting rooms) were utilized for long-term collaboration, while personal
desk areas were more commonly turned into temporary social spaces by visits from co-workers.

Our observations covered both common desk areas and personal desk areas, and we assumed

that different space-usage interactions could exist between them. We also covered various interior
elements including partitions, walls, configurations and various desk sizes as shown in Figure 4.

Common desks were mostly located with a fixed large display at one end of the desk and were

in meeting room spaces surrounded by four walls. We selected three common desk areas with

different desk sizes (Figure 4-top) for our study. All personal desks were the same size, therefore,
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Fig. 4. Desk Configurations in our study.

configuration was a more significant aspect affecting behaviour. We selected six different personal

desk configurations in the open office (Figure 4-middle), based on whether there were barriers next

to or behind the desks. Some personal desks were surrounded by walls and doors, supporting a

more private working space, others with only a partition (Figure 4-bottom).

Our goal for this study was to obtain a general understanding of how different types of spatial

features affect space-use behaviours in terms of social interaction. Instead of preparing controlled

spatial features for lab studies, we instead chose in-the-wild field studies with various setups.

3.3 Data Collection & Technical Setup
3.3.1 Camera Setup. Our setup consisted of 15 Raspberry Pi 3 A+ and 9 Raspberry Pi B+ single-

board computers, each equipped with Raspberry Pi Camera modules (Version 2). The cameras were

chosen for their inexpensive cost, built-in Wi-Fi capabilities and the ability to fully program and

customize all software, allowing us to implement algorithms such as motion compression. Each

unit was powered by a standard USB power supply. Cameras were mounted throughout the office

with adjustable mounting hardware.

3.3.2 Camera Location Planning & Installation . While planning the camera positions for coverage

of the 17 desk areas, several issues needed to be considered. First, it was difficult to find camera

positions for obtaining full body coverage due to furniture occluding views within the office,

an important requirement of our computer vision system. To minimize occlusion, we typically

employed at least two cameras to capture the same location from different angles. Second, in order

to minimize the amount of video data and reduce subsequent processing and analysis time, we

wanted to find camera positions that could cover multiple target areas. Third, installation elements

(e.g. mounts and power supplies) had to be taken into account during planning.
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Fig. 5. Data Processing

To do this, we used Autodesk Revit to simulate the camera coverage within a real-scale 3D

architectural model. We prepared custom camera families in Revit that matched the specifications

of our Raspberry Pi camera modules (i.e. focal length and field of view) so that we could accurately

plan the camera coverage and power supply requirements. In total, 24 cameras were used in this

study, the final camera positions shown as grey circles in Figure 3. We then installed the cameras

in the physical space based on our Revit model.

3.3.3 Recording &Motion Compression. We captured video of social behaviours at 17 desk locations

for two weeks (10 working days) from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm local time. All video footage was saved in

a secured Amazon S3 bucket and used as input to generate anonymized skeletons. To reduce storage

and post-processing requirements, we developed a simple form of motion compression to only

store video for motion based events. We perform this compression in-memory on the raspberry pi

using a circular buffer. Once every second, frames are compared for color based changes within

the scene. If a significant change is detected, the contents of the circular buffer are written out to

file, and a subsequent video is saved containing the motion footage. This is repeated until no more

significant motion is detected.

3.3.4 Masking & Skeleton Generation. To keep costs fixed and reuse existing hardware, we used 3

local workstations with NVIDIA Quadro P6000 graphics cards. One of the workstations was also

used as a local file server for the raw video and processed outputs. We decomposed processing

of files into tasks and developed a job management script in Python to distribute them as jobs.

Synchronization was performed using Amazon’s Simple Queue Service (SQS). During processing,

each workstation retrieves a video from the file server, performs masking and OpenPose [14]

processing, then finally stores the results back onto the file server.

Masking is performed to remove areas where additional privacy is required: monitors, collateral

occupants outside of the area of focus, or people who opted out of the study. Masking is achieved

by applying an overlay mask image over raw video footage using the FFmpeg application as shown

in Figure 5-a. Afterwards, the OpenPose library can recognize the occupants’ embodied poses

from the masked videos and estimates skeletons based on 25 key points (Figure 5-b, c). JSON files

corresponding to each frame in the video are generated, containing key points for each of the

occupants in the video.

3.4 Skeletonographer: Skeleton-based Digital Ethnography Tool
To analyze the skeleton data, we implemented a custom playback tool, Skeletonographer, for three
reasons (Figure 6). First, we needed a tool that would be able to play back the frame-by-frame

skeletonized data, providing similar affordances to standard video playback tools which are often

used in traditional digital ethnographic studies. Second, to understand socio-spatial patterns at
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Fig. 6. The interface of our annotation tool, Skeletonographer.

different space configurations, we needed a tool to annotate and classify occupant’s skeletons space

by space using custom labels obtained through the initial analysis process to find further patterns.

Third, we needed to efficiently manage a large amount of data that was collected for 1,920 hours

from 24 locations. We used a custom Node.js server to serve the web-based playback tool as well as

a concatenated version of the selected skeleton data set. The tool was written in JavaScript and

HTML, with the skeleton data being drawn onto a canvas element on the page.

The Skeletonographer tool is composed of five parts: a) source panel, b) video panel, c) video

control panel, d) labeling panel, and e) timeline panel as shown in Figure 6. The source panel
enables users to select data using the camera number and the date through a drop-down menu bar.

The video panel displays skeletons from a selected source on a still photo similar to traditional

video players using the absolute timeline. Users can move through time by scrubbing the time control
bar(Figure 6, D-2) on the timeline panel. The absolute time of a specific moment is displayed next

to the time control bar.

Additionally, the labeling panel was implemented for further analysis processing. We added

labels for activities, number of people in the interaction, and socio-spatial patterns as icons (Figure 6,

B-1). To annotate the skeleton data, users need to first clarify the specific area for the analysis using

the pre-defined buttons (Figure 6, D-1), then the video will highlight the selected area in yellow.

Users can annotate behaviours by clicking the labels. They can also create new labels if needed

using a keyboard shortcut. The annotated results are shown on the timeline panel to keep track of

annotations. The results are synchronized between cameras to support cases where the same area

is captured from multiple cameras. Once users have finished annotating a data set, they can export

the data as a JSON file with time-stamped data for each label. This file can be used for further

analysis, processing and storage.

The video properties can be updated from the video control panel. We implemented a toggle

button that can reveal the original video for cases where skeletons we incorrectly generated for

any of the available views. In addition, users can play back the skeletons similar to video players

using buttons or keyboard shortcuts.
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Fig. 7. Example of our video transcription results.

3.5 Data Analysis
The collected data was analyzed using thematic analysis [21] to understand the overview of socio-

spatial formations in the office. As a first step, we used Skeletonographer as a video playback tool and
watched seven days worth of data similar to traditional digital ethnographic studies. We transcribed

the skeletonized videos by sketching occupants’ spatial arrangements using similar notations as

Krogh et al. [29] and Paay et al. [43]. We sketched the head and body orientation, estimated gaze

direction, poses, and added additional comments to describe the situation (Figure 7). When there

were any changes in formation, they were captured using illustrations of path movements or

drawing sequences.

As a second step, we annotated all the collected skeletonized social interaction data using

Skeletonographer. The labels were derived from the previous step, including the desk-relevant

body arrangements (e.g. “across”, “adjacent”), formation shapes (e.g. “face-to-face”, “T-shape”), the

number of occupants, types of social activities (e.g. “show & tell”, “discuss”, “conference call”),

and sitting or standing status. Custom labels were created when we discovered new patterns, for

example, poses such as “leaning on desk” or “pointing”.

We then revisited all our annotated skeleton data and transcriptions to analyze socio-spatial

formation patterns. Annotated skeleton information was useful in filtering and finding recurring

patterns of formations and activities (e.g. two-people, unmediated discussions) in different space

configurations. Transcribed images were useful when checking formation transitions throughout

the interactions.

Finally, we conducted one-on-one interviews with twelve employees to understand the per-

ceptions behind the observed socio-spatial formation patterns. As the collected data was formed

as anonymous skeletons, it was difficult to ask about formations that each participant exhibited.

Instead, we prepared sample sets of skeletonized videos for each pattern. We showed the videos,

described the pattern, and asked for their opinions, perceptions, and contextual details for each

formation pattern. Some participants noticed themselves from the skeletonized representations,

reflected on their experience, and described that situation (e.g. the type of social interaction it was,

what encouraged them to exhibit that specific formation, how environmental aspects affected their

social formation). When they did not recognize themselves, they tried to recall previous experiences

and shared their thoughts.

3.6 Research Ethics for Installing Cameras in Public Space
As a company, we consulted guidelines and rules for overt video surveillance in the private sector

as outlined by the Government of Canada [41]. In addition to the guidelines, four independent

groups were consulted. First, corporate legal counsel performed an overview of legislation and
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best practices as well as employee rights and safety, including General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) concerns. Also, the internal security team which oversees all systems containing private

data performed an investigation on behalf of the facilities management team who also conducted

their own review. Finally, the management of the employees in the affected areas were consulted

and interviewed, where comments and concerns were addressed and accounted for in the final

design of the study, including collection systems, notices and information presented to employees.

An internal informational website was created to provide the basic overview of our project and

let occupants access information about the camera setup. The site also contained information on

our project background, goals, camera installation plans, data storage methods and the precautions

employed to protect privacy. Access to the website was restricted to users located within the

company firewall only. Then, two presentations were made, one to the managers and team leads of

the space and a subsequent meeting for all the employees in the space. The presentations focused

on explaining the intentions, goals and details of the data collection. We shared which areas would

be covered by cameras, and highlighted the use of skeletonized human figures unless there was

ambiguity. Following the presentation, we had a 40 minute open discussion with occupants to

address concerns and discuss possible solutions and requested permission for the study. Then,

we created surveillance notices and posted them in each of the areas covered by the cameras. The

signage provided information about recording period, the actual camera position, what each camera

would see (Figure 5-a), what the researcher would see (Figure 5-d), and a link to the website. This

was done not only for the occupants, but also for visitors entering the space.

4 SOCIO-SPATIAL FORMATION FRAMEWORK FOR OFFICE SPACES
We build upon Adam Kendon’s F-formation framework [27] to use as our conceptual lens in

analyzing how social formations differ in diverse office configurations. Previous work using F-

formations [37, 43, 57] are limited in three ways. First, they focused on standing social interactions

when office collaboration frequently includes combinations of sitting and standing which can evoke

different aspects of social proximity and formations. Second, social interactions in the office are

often a combination of dynamic activities, such as discussing, presenting, and co-creating. During
these activities, occupants are not necessarily looking at each other. Third, the majority of social

interactions in the office occur in the proximity of spatial elements that influence their social

arrangements.

To analyze office social formation patterns, we define two new classifications: formation shapes
and desk relative arrangement. Formation shapes illustrate the geometric shapes of formations.

Additionally, inspired by the work of Lawson[33] and Sommer [51], who looked into chair positions

occupied near a desk, we also considered desk-relative arrangement as an additional layer of

framework.

4.1 Formation Shapes
Our analysis generated 133 video transcriptions for common desks and 282 for personal desks. The

analyzed shapes of the social geometry are based on the people’s relative position and body orien-

tation. We observed five of Kendon’s known formations (i.e. Vis-à-Vis, side-by-side, L-shape, Semi-
circular, Circular) and two of Paay’s additional formations, which were observed in social cooking

scenarios (i.e. V-shape and Reversed L-shape). Additionally, we we found 104 video transcriptions

(Figure 7) that did not fit into formation shapes, and identified three new formations not previously

illustrated in other studies. We named these new formations: Parallel, T-shape, and Z-shape.
Although Kendon’s basic formations [27] were derived from standing social interactions, those

were also observed in our studies of mixed sitting and standing situations. The Vis-à-Vis (face-to-
face) formation occurs when people are opposite and facing each other, sharing a transactional
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Fig. 8. Framework used to analyze socio-spatial formations in the office.

space between them. This formation was frequently observed when people were sitting across

the desk or standing behind the chair clearance space. The Side-by-side formation is defined as

standing next to each other, abreast. This formation was shown while working on concurrent

but independent tasks or when demonstrating work. The L-shape formation represents people

standing orthogonally to each other and facing a shared transactional space in front of them. This

was mostly shown while having a brief chat or performing separate tasks while collaborating in

the office. When there are more than two people, Semi-circular formations were dominant when

engaged in a shared visual focus such as a TV or computer. Similarly, Circular formations were

dominant for long-term discussions, although the shape of the circle depended on the physical

environments.

We also observed two additional formations that were identified in kitchen collaborations [43]:

the V-shape and the Reversed L-shape. The V-shape formation has people facing forward similar to

the side-by-side formation but their bodies are slightly tilted to face each other. In the kitchen, this

shape was shown when people were conversing while being actively engaged with individual tasks.

However, in the office, this formation was more frequent when they were engaged in discussion

near the desk they were sitting at. The Reversed L-shape formation is denoted when bodies were

in an L-shape configuration but facing away from each other. Unlike the Reversed L-shape in the

kitchen, which was formed when cooks were working at different cooking benches, in meeting

rooms, people construct this shape while giving presentations on the public display.

Beyond these shapes, we found three new spatial arrangements that are applicable to social

interactions in the office: the Z-shape, the Parallel formation and the T-shape. The Z-shape is formed

by people facing each other but not within the same line. This is different from how Paay [43]

defined Z-shape; which is side by side but facing opposite directions. In the office environment,

people often formed a Z-shape instead of a face-to-face shape even though there was enough

space. A Parallel formation is where people are not in the same line, but orienting their bodies

towards the same direction. Parallel formations seldom happen in ordinary social contexts, but

were frequently seen when a single person shares their work using a computer while sitting, with

the other person listening while standing. The T-shape formation occurs when people’s bodies are

in the same line, with only one person’s body oriented towards the other’s. This arrangement is

also rare but frequently observed during discussions near the desk area.
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4.2 Desk-Relative Arrangements
In addition to formation shapes, we added an additional layer to our framework, the desk-relative
arrangement. We observed that the majority of social interactions occur near the desk, and how peo-

ple locate themselves around the desk at each configuration leads to different space-usage patterns

and social behaviours. Therefore, we set three different arrangement types using the occupants’

position as shown in the left of Figure 8. First is the Perpendicular arrangement where people locate

themselves on two orthogonal sides near the corner of the desk. The Across arrangement is where

people are located across the desk using the desktop as a transactional space, while the Adjacent
arrangement is where people are located on the same side of the table. When there are more than

two people in social interactions, those can be explained by decomposing them into multiple base

arrangements.

The desk-relative arrangements do not stand for any social shapes. For example, perpendicular
arrangement does not connote L-shape; people can form face-to-face or V-shape formations by

freely moving around the space while maintaining perpendicular positions. Therefore, we combine

these two classifications to explicitly illustrate the socio-spatial behaviours in the office spaces.

5 FINDINGS 1: STATIC SOCIO-SPATIAL PATTERNS IN THE OFFICE
In the following section, we describe observed static socio-spatial patterns in relation to the type of
social interaction activities (i.e. unmediated interactions & computer-supported interactions), and

the type of office space (i.e. common space & personal space) as shown in Table 1. For each finding,

we further describe the aspects that influence the observed patterns by aligning them with results

from the interview.

Common Desk Area Personal Desk Area
Unmediated 

(calculated based on Σ time)

Computer-supported
Total Social Interactions

66.23% 42.97%
33.77% 57.03%

100% 100%

Table 1. Frequency of unmediated and computer-mediated social interactions for each desk type. The
calculation is based on the total duration of instances that are annotated as each combination.

5.1 Unmediated Social Interactions
In this study, we regarded unmediated social interaction as interactions without the involvement

of computing devices. The results showed that 66.23% of social interactions in common spaces

and 42.97% of social interactions in personal spaces were unmediated social interactions (Table 1).

Compared to computer-supported interactions, interior elements were found to have a bigger

influence on static socio-spatial formation patterns as shown in Figure 9.

5.1.1 Common Desk Areas. Unlike when people occupied common desks for individual work [2],

our study showed that people occupied the areas closest to the door without concern of visual
exposure of their laptop display. In addition, different from the study that observed standing

occupants in public vacant spaces [27], we found that in sitting situations, socio-spatial formations

are influenced by desk size and the position of surrounding walls.
Influence of desk size. Adjacent arrangements were dominant at M3 (56%) compared to M1

(21.05%) or M2 (37.5%) as shown in Figure 9. The interview revealed that the size of the desk

influenced this formation pattern. The participants highlighted that the depth of the desk at M1,

which is 1.3 m, was considered too deep to employ discussions effectively, especially when there

were only two people. However, adjacent arrangements caused ergonomic difficulties during the
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Fig. 9. The frequency of desk-relative arrangements for each spatial configuration during unmediated social
interactions are illustrated as bars. The frequency of formation shapes for each desk-relative arrangement are
illustrated as lines underneath their corresponding bars. The frequency was calculated based on the total
duration observed.

discussion. Therefore, they moved backwards and oriented their bodies towards each other to form

either face-to-face (Figure 10-b,c,f) or V-shapes (Figure 10-a). The space farther away from the desk

was actively occupied.

Influence of walls. People at M1 did not initially arrange themselves into adjacent setups, even
though the length of the desk was long enough to accommodate two people (Table 1). All the

adjacent arrangements observed at M1 were instances following computer-mediated interactions.

Interviewees mentioned that the walls located <1 m from the desk made them feel socially uncom-

fortable with sitting next to each other, and locating at different sides of the desk was found to be

the solution to overcome this (Figure 10-g,h). This leads to a high frequency of perpendicular or
across arrangements as shown in Figure 10-g-l.

Influence of a table between people. The across arrangement was a common formation for

all common desk areas (Table 1-yellow), and having a desk between the occupants demonstrated

different social behaviours. In contrast to perpendicular and adjacent arrangements where occupants

tended to stay close, people arranged across from each other often kept a larger distance with

less frequent eye contact. For example, they located diagonally instead of taking directly opposite

positions, and rotated their bodies or heads as a Z-shape (Figure 10-k). One instance showed that

people stretched their legs parallel to the desk and formed T-shapes or L-shapes (Figure 10-j).

5.1.2 Personal Desk Areas. All the occupants in the office have their own personal desks, and

they casually visit other’s desks for informal discussions. As soon as the owners of the personal
desk noticed they had a visitor, they turned their head and started a conversation. If the discussion

continued for more than about one minute, both owners and visitors changed the position or rotation
of their bodies. The desk arrangements, desk partitions and sit/stand status was found to have an

influence on their socio-spatial formations.

Influence of desk layout. For all types of personal desk configurations (Figure 4 O1-O6, E),

the adjacent arrangement with L-shape, V-shape and face-to-face formations were frequently seen

during unmediated social interactions (Figure 10-u-x). Compared to common desk spaces, they
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Fig. 10. Frequently observed socio-spatial formations during unmediated interactions. Examples are catego-
rized based on spatial influence.

maintained a farther social distance and occupied a relatively larger space. The interviews revealed

that people regard personal desks areas as private spaces, and tried to find a location that does not

invade privacy but is reasonable enough to have a conversation. Their overlapping transactional

area was usually the space behind the desk, which sometimes generated an upside down V-shape
(Figure 10-w).

Variations were shown when any edge of the personal desks was open. For the desks with open

sides, about half of the unmediated interactions occurred in perpendicular arrangements (Figure 9

O1/O2, O4/O5). The shape varies among V-shape, L-shape, and face-to-face, depending on the

length of their discussion. When the back of the desk is approachable, about 45% of visitors formed

across arrangements during unmediated interactions (Figure 9-O3) with Z-shape (Figure 10-α) or
face-to-face shapes (Figure 10-z). Interviewees mentioned that they prefer these formations from

the perspective of both visitor and desk owner, as their display is not visually exposed.
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Influence of partitions. Partitions (30 cm tall) or architectural features near desks were found

to contribute to certain social formations. Visitors tended to stay near partitions to lean on them

(Figure 10 m,o,p). One person even grabbed and leaned on the metal truss near a desk. Interviews

revealed that interior elements near personal desks that can be leaned on (e.g. partitions or columns)

provided additional comfort when in someone’s personal area regardless of social distance. Inter-

viewees mentioned that these interior items acted like a security blanket, allowing comfortable

interactions even when there is limited space.

Influence of doors. When there were doors or walls near personal desks that physically divide

the personal space from corridors (Figure 4 E2), visitors frequently stood near the wall or door

(Figure 10-q) for short-term discussions. Interviews showed that they preferred to stay near these

physical divisions for short discussions (e.g. asking for advice or asking simple questions), as

standing on the boundary of personal and common space can provide an impression that the

conversation will not take long.

Influence of standing or sitting status. Figure 10-r and s illustrate two example cases, one

with a seated owner and the other with a standing owner, both influencing the social proxemic

distance. The distance between people were closer when they were both standing and maintaining

similar eye levels and the distance increased when one of them sat down. In addition, when the

visitor crouched next to the seated owner, both leaned on the desk closing the distance between

them (Figure 10-t).

5.2 Computer-supported Social Interactions
Computer-supported social interactions are interactions that involve any sort of computing device

(e.g. TV, tablet, laptop). The results showed that the 35% of computer-supported social interactions

occurred in common spaces and 38% in personal spaces (Table 1). The results showed that socio-

spatial formations are highly influenced by the type of display and in general, social proxemic

distances are closer compared to unmediated interactions (Figure 12).
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Fig. 11. The frequency of desk-relative arrangements for each spatial configuration during computer-
supported social interactions are illustrated as bars. The frequency of formation shapes for each desk-relative
arrangement are illustrated as lines underneath their corresponding bars. The frequency was calculated based
on the total duration observed.
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5.2.1 Common Desk Areas. At common desks, people usually brought their mobile computing

devices with them, and often referred to information directly on these devices or projected onto a

public display.

Personal mobile devices. When sharing information using personal devices in the middle of a

discussion, people tended to maintain the formation they were in, and moved around the device

instead. In adjacent or perpendicular arrangements, they moved close to each other, oriented their

bodies towards the devices, and formed a T-shape (Figure 12 b) or V-shape (Figure 12 a). When

people were in across arrangements, they turned their laptops towards the others (Figure 12 c) and

used their displays as a public display.

Public display.When people used public displays, they actively rearranged themselves towards

the display. The V-shape was predominant in all desk setups regardless of their previous formations

as shown in Table 11 (Figure 12 d,e,f,g). When there are more than two people on the same side of

the desk, the occupants seated closer to the display moved back slightly to prevent blocking the

sight lines of others, as shown in Figure 12 i,j. Although this disconnected people from the desk,

they kept this formation and used their thighs as a temporary table. The reversed L-shape formation

was additionally observed when one person turned their chair to look at the public display while

another person was looking at their own laptop display (Figure 12 f).

5.2.2 Personal Desk Areas. Similar to findings from Koutsolampros [28], we observed multiple

computer-mediated social interactions near personal desk areas. Those usually involved discussing

works-in-progress, which caused the owner’s displays to be involved in the interaction. In most

cases, people were working while sitting, which indicates that the display height was not ideal for

the standing visitor. Although all the employees were using height-adjustable desks with articulating

monitor arms, they rarely adjusted the setup. Instead, they rearranged their body positions and

orientations towards the monitors similar to public vertical display scenarios [6] (Figure 12).

Desk owner’s display. Displays oriented towards the desk owner encouraged visitors to arrange
in an adjacent setup regardless of the desk configuration, and the T-shape was predominant in most

cases (Figure 11). The visitors stayed relatively close to the owner and looked at the monitor as

illustrated in Figure 12-n, o. Interviewees highlighted that the closer proxemic distance did not

bother them as the display provided an external visual focal point. However, when there were

partitions on the side of the desk, a larger T-shape was formed as the visitor preferred to lean

against the partition. Pointing gestures were repeatedly seen with this formation shape.

The parallel shape was occasionally formed as well (Figure 11). Visitors often occupied the

space behind the owner’s chair and oriented their bodies towards the display, while the owner

looked at and operated their computer (Figure 12-l). This was frequently seen but only lasting for

short periods of time. The interviewees highlighted that this formation was helpful when making

progress updates quickly and efficiently because avoiding eye contact indirectly prevents visitors

from intervening.

On the other hand, for long-lasting computer supported social interactions, V-shape (Figure 12-r,s)
and L-shape (Figure 12-p,q) were often used. Both the visitor and the owner of the desk moved back

and oriented towards each other, while continuing to look at the display. The desk owners occupied

the space slightly off-center, and visitors moved slightly closer to the display’s centre point. The

distance between them was closer than during unmediated social interactions, but the distance

between the visitor and the desk was still relatively far. Therefore, when visitors wanted to look at

the display more carefully, they bent over rather than moving closer illustrated in Figure 12-l-a.

The interviews revealed that these long-lasting computer-mediated social interactions at personal

desk areas were usually for casual project updates (e.g. scrum meetings) between collaborators.
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Fig. 12. Frequently observed socio-spatial formations during computer-supported interactions. Examples are
categorized based on the type of display used.

Visitor’s mobile devices. Visitors often brought and worked with their own mobile computing

devices when they needed to work separately in the middle of collaboration. Visitors found separate
workspaces (non-overlapped transactional spaces) near the personal desk area. For example, we

observed one person bringing their chair and arranging in a reversed L-shape, and worked with their

laptop on their leg (Figure 12-u). Another case showed a visitor moving to a nearby public table

behind the desk owner and working individually in a reversed Z-shape (Figure 12-v). Interviews
highlighted that they preferred to have a separate work area because working long-term in the

other’s personal space made them uncomfortable and made it difficult to concentrate.
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Adjusting Body Positions for Comfortable Social Proxemics

Adjusting Formation Shapes for Ergonomic Comfort Minor Movements for Stimulation

Reconfiguring Social Territories for Activity Transition
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Fig. 13. Four types of socio-spatial formation transitions observed.

6 FINDINGS 2: FORMATION TRANSITIONS FOR SOCIAL COMFORT
Inspired by the work of Tong et al. [57], we also analyzed how socio-spatial formations change over

time. We found four types of formation changes that occurred to remain socially comfortable within

static environmental constraints: 1) body position adjustments for comfortable social proxemic

distances, 2) formation shape adjustments for ergonomic comfort, and 3) minor movements for

stimulation, and 4) social territory reconfiguration for concurrent multi-interactions.

6.1 Body Position Adjustments for Comfortable Social Proxemics
When face-to-face interactions last longer than about 2 minutes, occupants slowly adjust their

positions to reach an ideal proxemic distance. For example, people subtly moved backwards over

time and occupied a larger space as illustrated in Figure 13-a,b,c. In some cases, when occupants

were arranged across the desk, they changed to an adjacent setup to close the distance between

them (Figure 13-d,e). This was frequently observed in M2 and M3 where the depth of the table was

greater than 1.2 m, and the vacant area behind the desk becomes occupied.

6.2 Formation Shape Adjustments for Ergonomic Comfort
Other socio-spatial transitions occurred to support comfortable and ergonomic conversations by

changing formation shapes. This was frequently shown when unmediated social interactions lasted

longer than two minutes. People changed their chair position and body orientation to face each

other to minimize neck or back strain. For example, people who were arranged at common desk
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areas rolled away from the desk to form a V-shape or face-to-face shape and as shown in Figure 13-

g,h,i. The social territory expands to the area farther behind the desk. Second, this was shown when

the computer-supported social interactions lasted long. They often re-arranged themselves from

parallel to L-shape or V-shape to create a shared transactional space to comfortably face each other

while maintaining a reasonable viewing distance from the screen (Figure 13-j,k).

6.3 Minor Movements for Stimulation
At personal desk spaces, socio-spatial transitions were more frequent due to the standing status of

visitors. Visitors moved around the owner while discussing by keeping similar distances (Figure 13-

l,m). Interviews revealed that people did not notice that they moved during the conversation,

but afterwards indicated that the flexibility of slight movement around the space brought a more

comfortable experience to the discussion. In addition, when the conversations lasted longer, visitors

unconsciously moved towards nearby interior elements, such as walls or furniture.

6.4 Social Territory Reconfiguration for Activity Transitions
Given the highly complicated nature of collaborative activities in the office, we observed that

social territories changed when displays were included or excluded from the conversation. When

occupants started to use public displays, they oriented towards the display, which leads to shape

changes from circular to semi-circular (Figure 13-n,o,p). Some people even changed to an adjacent
arrangement as shown in Figure 13-q. The social distance between the occupants reduced, and

their social territory moved farther from the desk. Interviewees highlighted that when they are

looking at the display together, they feel less uncomfortable being closer to others.

Similar changes were also observed at personal desks. When the display was removed from the

conversation, the occupants changed into a face-to-face formation with a larger social distance.

Therefore, the social territory expanded beyond the desk area, as shown in Figure 13-r,s,t. This is

the opposite of public displays where people tended to move away from the desk when the display

was included.

7 DISCUSSION
This work is a preliminary investigation to gain an overview of socio-spatial patterns in office

layouts. Different from early work on proxemic theories [22] with static distances, our study reveals
that socio-spatial formations are a dynamic concept which can be influenced by space size, desk

size, interior elements (e.g. partitions, columns, walls, and doors), sitting or standing status, and

visual focus. In this section, 1) we further discuss this dynamic concept of socio-spatial formations

and how this can inform future office designs. Then, we discuss the opportunities for 2) future office

planning tools and 3) interactive interiors that can enhance social comfort in the office. Finally, 4)

we reflect on our research methods.

7.1 Dynamics of Socio-Spatial Formations to Inform Office Space Design
Similar to the work by Marshall [37], we revealed that furniture has a large influence on pre-

ferred socio-spatial formations. Building upon the works of Lawson [33], who argued that the

seating arrangements around a desk are relevant to different types of collaborative interactions,

we propose that the size and configuration of a desk are higher level factors that contribute to

social arrangements. For example, Lawson showed that adjacent arrangements were predominant

for collaboration scenarios, but we found that there is a threshold to the size of a desk at which

people feel more socially comfortable occupying a different edge of the desk. For meeting spaces,

designers first need to determine the desired social arrangements for a certain space, then choose

an appropriate shaped desk to enhance social comfort. For instance, when the goal is to support
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adjacent arrangements at small-sized wall mounted table, designers can add additional edges to

provide non-collinear edges for occupants.

Results also showed that interior elements could induce different socio-spatial formations. For

instance, when the surrounding wall was too close to the desk, people reported that they felt

uncomfortable sitting close to others. Also, nearby desk partitions, walls, or columns could provide

comfortable areas by encouraging people to stand around them. Therefore, by looking at these

elements with a social lens and using those as building blocks, interior designers can improve

social comfort. Configuring interior elements can compensate for the constraints from architectural

limitations as well.

Moreover, the intervention of displays in the conversation influenced socio-spatial formations.

Different from Hall’s work [22], our study showed that the acceptable proxemic distance becomes

smaller during computer-mediated social interactions. Besides visual focus, the ownership of the
display was found to be an influential factor. At personal desks, the parallel formation between the

roles of driver and observer were witnessed similar to vertical public display setups [6], but without

the role changes. Interviews highlighted that visitors tried to keep a farther distance from owners’

devices to respect their personal space. Unlike meeting rooms that include a large table and TV,

designers could also consider multiple small kiosk zones to arrange people in close formations by

taking advantage of both shared visual focus and public displays, for work update discussions.

Lastly, unlike social interactions in standing situations [22, 27], the social proxemic distance

becomes larger in interactions with a mixture of standing and sitting occupants. Several aspects

caused this variation. The eye level difference between people standing and sitting causes ergonomic

issues when they are located too close together. Also, the chair and seated body posture enlarges

the occupant’s personal space, which encourages others to stay farther away. Interior designers

could use this knowledge when selecting and arranging furniture in offices. For limited spaces,

designers can maximize social comfort by installing bar tables or intentionally placing guest chairs

near personal desks.

7.2 Space Planning Tools to Support Social Comfort
There have been several systems to evaluate the physical characteristics of a space to support the

design process. Most looked at the space from a topological perspective, and the social aspects

considered in the system were mostly focused on path simulation [39, 40] or visual privacy [10].

However, our study revealed that social comfort in office spaces is not only a matter of visual

privacy or walking distances. Based on our findings, we suggest several opportunities for future

space analysis and simulation tools.

First, a future system could simulate which areas will be frequently occupied in a given de-

sign during social interactions from a micro-perspective. Our results revealed that this would be

simulated differently based on the configuration of walls, desks, and partitions, and showed the

potential for evaluating the level of spatial support in social interactions. Moreover, the simulation

could be run for each type of social interaction (e.g. getting quick advice, long-term unmediated

discussions, computer-supported progress updates), which reveals to different space-usage patterns.

Inspired by works that include robots in the formation patterns [25, 38], the system could simulate

computer-mediated social interactions by regarding displays as a type of human, and including

them in the formation shape. The relationship between the display and the human can be defined

in the system to distinguish the behavior of visitor and desk owner. Also, the system needs to be

aware of the contextual information of the interior elements beyond just geometry, for example,

whether the desk is for public use or personal use. The threshold distance is relatively larger for a

personal desk setup, and this generates different socio-spatial patterns such as an L-shape in the

adjacent arrangements, with an occupied space farther from the desk.
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7.3 Interactive Interior Elements and Furniture for Social Comfort
Social interactions at personal desk areas are common in the office environment [48]. Informal desk

visits were found to increase work productivity by letting people share work or progress quickly in

a familiar area [3, 11]. However, our study revealed that the experience of social interactions at

one’s personal desk depends on a broad range of aspects. First, people visiting another person’s

desk exhibited different socio spatial formations, as they aimed to maintain a certain distance not to

invade personal space. Another aspect was from the different sitting and standing statuses between

the desk owner and the visitor, namely ergonomic discomfort due to the display or desk height

configured to desk owner’s preferences (Figure 12 l-b). We also found that the reason that people

did not adjust the height of their desks or monitors was not because they did not want to adjust

their work environment, but because they did not want to intervene and break the flow of a social

interaction.

Robotic workstations or work environments have only focused on single-user interactions that

automatically respond to the owner’s anthropometric measurements [63] or habits [8]. The next

generation of interactive furniture or workstations should support informal social interactions.

The interaction technique needs to help people smoothly transition their perceptions of the display

from a private display to a public one [6, 26].

7.4 F-formations to Evaluate Space Occupancy
We built upon Kendon’s F-formation framework [27] to understand socio-spatial behaviours and

office occupancy patterns. Our study showed that the F-formation framework can provide additional

information for social contexts in prior occupant evaluation studies in HBI. Unlike the majority

of existing works that collected individual occupant’s presence data using localization methods

and created heat-maps from an individual’s position data [2, 59, 62], our approach provided deeper

insight into how space is occupied with respect to groups of people in specific contexts. For example,

we were able to find different socio-spatial formations for how the visitor and owner of a personal
desk occupy space during different types of collaborative activities. Furthermore, the transitions

between each socio-spatial formation provided an overview of the dynamics in space usage which
can help space designers be aware of user’s long-term social comfort.

7.5 Digital Ethnography with Anonymized Skeletons
Our digital ethnography study is based on video frames of occupant’s skeletons generated using

computer vision techniques. We captured and distilled the body movements of occupant’s skele-

tonized representations in a manner detailed enough to infer and observe socio-spatial formations.

Anonymized skeletons allowed privacy-preserving analysis, which encouraged all the occupants to

participate in our study with fewer concerns. Also, our method speeds up the social interaction

classification process by automatically counting the number of occupants (skeletons) in the scene,

and makes it easy to deal with large-scale data.

However, there were several technical limitations. First, our use of computer vision omitted the

detection of non-fixed items, such as chairs or laptops, which play an important role in socio-spatial

patterns in the office environment. As a result, we needed to occasionally consult the masked

raw video. With further advancements in computer vision, the relevant items could be detected,

located, and tracked reliably, maintaining anonymity. Moreover, real-life situations cause occlusion

scenarios which degrade the quality of human body detection. This problem was mitigated by

installing multiple cameras for a single area in our study. Conversely, some coats, hangers and

truss structures generated false positives in the human detection, but those were easily excluded

since they are seen as static skeletons.
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Despite these limitations, we believe this advanced method can support future ethnographic

studies in three domains. First, our method can be applied to public ethnographic studies, which

have historically been done by co-located human observers for privacy concerns [6]. Second,

our method can be used to understand socio-spatial characteristics in sensitive contexts, such

as hospitals. For example, this can contribute to the study of Thomsen et al. [56], which studied

social formations in sensitive medical consultations. Third, compared to using other pervasive

sensors that support indoor localization [2, 62], our method could collect embodied behaviours,

such as body languages, spatial formations, and poses, without the need for devices that are both

cumbersome for the individual and costly for large-scale studies.

8 STUDY LIMITATIONS & FUTUREWORK
There are several limitations that call for further investigation in the future. First, a large amount

of variability in real work environments made it challenging to pinpoint the exact influences on

observed socio-spatial formations. In this study, we focused on the frequency of each formation

pattern along with interview results with a large data set. Conducting a controlled study could

be a likely next step for a more precise investigation. Also, collecting the level of social comfort

for each formation in the future could provide richer knowledge in terms of social comfort in

space.Second, sound and lights, which are potential influences on social interactions, were ignored

in this study. There were some instances where occupants wore headphones before the visitor

approached, and others were people were having conversations in a darker environment. This

could be investigated in the future. Third, our findings from common spaces and personal work

spaces are not feasible to inform offices with hot-desking. Further investigation is needed to explore

the influence of common desks with personal laptops for individual work settings. Fourth, due

to the ethical research setup, we could not accurately collect the content (e.g. project-related

discussion, non-work chat) or type (e.g. scrum meeting, asking for advice) of social interactions.

Interviews provided a glimpse into these aspects by recalling or guessing who the skeletons are just

by identifying unique body language or poses. In the future, we can ask occupants to manually log

the contexts, as a diary study. Context-recognition from body language or poses using advanced

machine-learning techniques could also automatically add an additional layer of information.

Moreover, we did not consider cultural aspects while analyzing socio-spatial formations despite its

importance [13, 22]. Although we believe the amount of data collected in diverse locations from

multicultural employees compensated for this limitation, we could further investigate demographic

information from the skeletons [1]. Finally, we briefly observed that the path people took while

approaching other’s desks was not always the most efficient path; instead, they took the path that

allowed the desk owners to see them approaching in their peripheral vision. However, we could not

accurately the extract the path they took just by observing them through videos from perspective

views. In the future, reconstructing 2D skeletons into 3D models in the architectural space could be

a potential next step to obtain accurate movements from the occupants.

9 CONCLUSION
This an exploratory study to investigate the influence of spatial characteristics on socio-spatial

formations. We captured a rich array of social arrangements exhibited in a office environment for

two weeks with corresponding occupants’ space perceptions. We analyzed collected data using

Skeletonographer, that we implemented to generate skeletonized representations, and to play

back and annotate skeleton data. Our findings revealed that desk sizes, desk configuration, walls,

partitions, and sitting and standing status contribute to different preferred socio-spatial formations

during unmediated discussions, while the type and ownership of displays have more significant

influence during computer-mediated social interactions. We also found that socio-spatial formations
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change over time to maintain ergonomic and social comfort in long-term interactions. Based on

these findings, we propose that future office space designers could plan desired socio-spatial

formations at a given space while arranging interior elements to maximize social comfort. We also

suggest that this knowledge can inform opportunities for space planning and analysis tools as well

as interactive furniture in the future.
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